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In this fascinating history, Jeffrey Rothfeder tells how, from a simple idea—the outgrowth of a
handful of peppers planted on an isolated island on the Gulf of Mexico—a secretive family
business emerged that would produce one of the best-known products in the world.A delectable
and satisfying read for both Tabasco fans and business buffs, McIlhenny's Gold is the untold
story of the continuing success of an eccentric, private company; a lively history of one of the
most popular consumer products of all times; and an exploration of our desire to test the limits of
human tolerance for fiery foods.
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Seek, “Edmund McIlhenny decided he could make a pepper sauce as good as Marsh's pepper
sauce. I have very little to add to the many reviews that have been written. This is a fascinating
book to read how a six square island that a local Indian tribe considered taboo and would not go
on Petit Anse the name of the Island. Then Elizabeth Triett moved on the island followed by John
Marsh who moved his slaves from Baltimore. Edmond McIlhenny was a financial lender who
bought the island from Elizabeth Triett saved some seed from imported Mexican Tabasco
peppers and began growing peppers on the island. Edmund McIlhenny decided he could make
a pepper sauce as good as Marsh's pepper sauce. Marsh had died and left no recipe a few
years back. Edmund used slaves to grow the peppers and to pick the fruit until the Civil War.
Edmund dug a hole and six feet down hit a solid block of salt that was endless. This was a
blessing since salt is used in making Tabasco sauce, and he sold the extra salt that was mined.
The Northern army came and took over the salt mine and Edmund left and returned after the
war. He rebuilt his Tabasco plant and hired former slaves to grow his peppers and did an
excellent marketing job of selling his Tabasco sauce. The book brings the reader up until recent
time.  It is indeed an interesting read.”

BookerD, “Tabasco: The story of McIlhenny's liquid gold. One of the most interesting "business
biographies" I've read, though the why of some of the family's decisions about its eponymous
Tabasco sauce might have been explored more fully instead of just the what. Giving Rothfeder
the benefit of the doubt might be fair, as the family played everything so close to the vest that the
why may not have been available to him. It is a remarkable story in the sense that so many
generations of McIlhennys lived extremely well off the proceeds of a single product for so long.
(Give Rothfeder credit too for framing the story so well in historical contexts from the antebellum
south to today.) Of course, as America's taste buds heated up -- that is, demanded spicier
concoctions -- more competitors with hotter formulas entered the market. While none ever
outsold Tabasco, there came to be so many that it dug into sales volume, and the family reacted
late with too little.”

Jim Hardison, “comprehensive and engrossing. This is a very interesting history of a very
interesting brand, business, and family. Along the way, lots of fascinating history of America and
of peppers is revealed.”

Jennifer A. Riley, “Fascinating and great for parties.... This book was a remarkable revelation into
the world of Tabasco and its origins. Who knew that someone could win a lawsuit of the name of
a "species" of a pepper from Mexico? I can say that all hot sauce people and historians would
love this book.I've made my Mecca to the "shrine" of Tabasco at Avery Island, LA where it first
was farmed. It was worth my 3 hour drive from my hotel at Ft. Polk, LA during my business
travel. I can say - that this book tells far more than even the employees employed there know



about the island. If you go there, look for the 3-legged alligator on the preservation. This story is
not just a story of a product but the story of a family, a dream and an amazing transformation of a
company from the per-Civil War era to Modern Times. Avery Island is full of history, salt, culture
and now endangered animal species that all have benefited from the McIlhenny family.This is
definitely worth the read. And I swear, you will find out so many interesting facts -- you won't be
able to NOT "show off" your knowledge at parties or even around strangers at the bar drinking a
Bloody Mary with Tabasco!”

Denise Breard, “Pepper sauce and snowy egrets. Good book about the story and background of
our most famous local hot sauce. Having lived, worked, and traveled abroad for most of my life, I
love to try hot sauces wherever I am! They are found in almost every culture and I've always
been suspicious of McIlhenny claims to be the very first sauce of its type, but it's easy to see
how they could unite both the fantastic peppers with pure salt from the salt done under the
island, and produce a top notch condiment. Happy reading, and happy eating with the addition
of tasty and flavorful Tabasco pepper sauce. Thank you.”

J*Crochet, “Interesting Read. Growing up 2 miles from Avery Island I never knew how famous
the area was. Once I grew older and learned the importance of the area, I became very
appreciative of the land, and what is produced at the island. I thought this book was very
interesting. I know a lot of things about the island but not the old history of the island, and that's
what I found to be so interesting. To learn how Edmund invented the sauce, and learning about
the different chairman's of the company. I would recommend this book to anyone interested in
Avery Island and the famous Tabasco sauce.”

Giles Christian, “An interesting history of my favourite condiment. I was keen to read this as a
true lover of Tabasco sauce. My main criticism as that it keeps digressing and going off subject,
as if the author's key objective was to write a book that would be long enough. There is much to
admire though, particularly, the honest criticism of the McIlhenny family who ran the company.
It's a tribute to the quality of the product that their sheer incompetence didn't lead to its
disappearance a number of times.I appreciate it not just being a fulsome book of praise for
them, They were mostly clueless. I wouldn't be without Tabasco so was keen to read this but
would have been more interested in the detail of the product and company with fewer
digressions. I get the impression the author was kept at arms length while writing this. That said I
did enjoy it and I liked knowing more about a condiment I can't live without”

Geraldine, “An Interesting Story About The Creation of a Staple Pantry Item. I'm a big fan of
Tabasco Sauce so this story sounded intriguing. I enjoyed it for the most part but it got a bit
drawn out, towards the end.It's always interesting to find out how small family businesses can at
times become amazingly successful, in spite of the odds being against it. What a surprise it



must have been for the McInennys to end up producing a staple, iconic product that would be a
regular purchase for millions of people, in North America and beyond.If you enjoy Tabasco
Sauce and/or a rags to riches success story, check this one out.Geraldine Helen Hartman,
award winning cookbook author”

The book by Jeffrey Rothfeder has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 77 people have provided feedback.
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